Work **creatively**, **agile** and **iteratively** on an individual project in an **interdisciplinary team** for one semester. Anything is possible, as long as it is **new**, it is **true**, and it does **matter**. You will work together with designers, architects or rocket scientists and learn tangible methods for project management as well as for idea generation, prototypical implementation and human-centered evaluation.

**ASSIGNMENT**
We assign you to interdisciplinary teams (~5 students per group). We provide the entire course with a leitmotif.

**KICK-OFF**
Three-day sprint to find your team topic within said leitmotif, instructed by your coaches.

**TEAMWORK**
Elaboration of your topic for 14 weeks in an iterative, agile and creative way, supported by your mentor.
Learn and apply new tools and methods for idea generation, prototypical implementation and human-centered evaluation.
Improve your soft skills in communication, collaboration, interdisciplinary teamwork and conflict management.

**HOME STRETCH**
Present and document your project work, results and experience with regard to the leitmotif.

**WHEN** | **WHERE** | **WHAT**
--- | --- | ---
28. – 30.10.2020 | Garching | 3 Day Sprint | Kick-Off
Tuesdays, 2 pm – 4 pm | Garching | Inputs and Milestone Presentations
09.02.2021 | Garching | Milestone IV | Final Presentation

**INTERESTED?**
Apply until **October, 09th** with an informal application including your CV to: idpx.lfe.mw@tum.de